
MIRALITE NATURA 
NATURAL TONE   BEAUTY   DESIGN

New mirror with natural tone
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MIRALITE NATURA is a mirror with a peach tone which counterbalances 

the greenish aspect of the glass. So MIRALITE NATURA produces a more faithful 

reflection of reality than a traditional mirror, a reflection that looks very natural.

Advantages people will love

Reflection with standard mirror Reflection with Miralite Natura

MIRALITE 
NATURA

STANDARD 
MIRROR

As with all Saint-Gobain 

mirrors, quality and 

durability of MIRALITE 

NATURA are optimal

to allow it to be used in any 

interior situation, including 

damp rooms (bathrooms).

MIRALITE NATURA 

helps create a bright, 

welcoming sensation 

to warm any space 

and add to a feeling 

of well-being. 

The peach colour of 

MIRALITE NATURA gives 

a softer, more authentic 

reflection. The subtle 

colouring of the glass 

brightens the mood, 

making it more pleasant. 

AESTHETICS COMFORT PERFORMANCE

In dressing rooms and bathrooms, artificial lighting is not always 

a person’s best friend. Many lighting sources, especially 

LED and halogen, create a cold atmosphere. 

The reflection doesn’t feel right, and can even be unflattering. 

MIRALITE NATURA is here to change all that. With its specially 

developed filter, harsh cold light is balanced and 

corrected. For a more natural reflection.

TURN HARSH 
ARTIFICIAL LIGHT 
INTO SOMETHING 
MORE BEAUTIFUL

MIRALITE NATURA
ENHANCED BEAUTY IS
STARING YOU IN THE FACE
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Homes and dwellings
The aesthetic advantages of MIRALITE NATURA 

allow the creation of welcoming living spaces 

(entrance hall, living room, bathroom, corridor, 

kitchen, etc). MIRALITE NATURA can be fixed as 

wall coverage or for any kind of furniture (cupboard, 

doors, sliding doors, bathroom cabinet, etc)

MIRALITE NATURA
boosts your business!
In Paris, a leading fashion boutique put MIRALITE 

NATURA to the test*. To prove the e˛ ect of MIRALITE 

NATURA on clients’ behaviour, some fitting rooms 

were equipped with new MIRALITE NATURA mirrors, 

while some others were left unchanged. When asked, 

14% more clients perceived the space as luminous,

7% more felt the MIRALITE NATURA fitting rooms

had a "pleasant atmosphere" and 7% more felt the 

mood was "soft and warm". Number of buyers went 

up 6%, conversion from from buying to trying 

clothes increased 7%, and store turnover lifted 6%.

Retail shops, restaurants, 
hotels, well-being centres, 
and gyms
MIRALITE NATURA helps create a warm 

and relaxing atmosphere in shops and retail. 

Improved customer experience will naturally 

lead to increased turnover.

THE RESULTS WERE 

IMPRESSIVE WITH A 

MEASURABLE IMPACT 

ON HOW SPACE QUALITY 

WAS PERCEIVED. 

“Togr ih , MITE 
NA is   elt i sin 
wem, corle c. I’ve  it 
in il r, ha lo n te.”

Peter, interior designer

“For  cum, MITE 
NA pas  te t ub 
ro  gig m a it 
exen.”

John, shop owner

MIRALITE NATURA
SO MANY PLACES TO 
REFLECT A BETTER IMAGE

*Test on a sample of more than 600 people.

“Inalg MITE RA is  
sil  qu s fiin y nad 
mir, bu t MITE RA 
m or  me la t  cit.”

Mark, glass installer
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MIRALITE NATURA

MIRALITE NATURA is produced using 
an innovative and patented technology

To compare with the
composition of MIRALITE 
PURE

SAFETY
MIRALITE NATURA must be installed in accordance with prevailing regulations. 

The use of a safety back film might be necessary (please contact us).

PROCESSING

As with a standard mirror, MIRALITE NATURA can be processed and shaped at will:

-  It can be cut into any geometric or non-geometric shapes and can be drilled, edgeworked 

(bevel, chamfer, etc),

-  It can be customised with a logo or screen-printed design, sandblasted or engraved design

on the face opposite the coating. Sand blasting or engraving on the coating face requires 

a preliminary test.
THICKNESS

- 3 mm

- 4 mm

- 6 mm

SUBSTRATE

- PLANICLEAR

The product range Quality and
CertificationMIRALITE NATURA is available in: 

MIRALITE NATURA has the CE 

marking and its performance is 

regularly monitored.

It has received the European 

Technical Assessment ETA 

17/0457, granted by EOTA.

SIZE

-  Jumbo size (PLF)

6000 x 3210 mm

-  DLF sizes: 2550 x 3210 mm

Other dimensions possible

as special request.

Protective paint 

Silver

Peach colour nanometric filter

Clear glass PLANICLEAR

Protective paint

Silver

Clear glass
PLANICLEAR

composition of MIRALITE 

Peach colour nanometric filter

Clear glass PLANICLEAR

3. Fixed mechanically

Based on its weight and its support, MIRALITE NATURA can be fixed with mounting brackets 

or in a frame.

BRAND REFERENCE

BOSTIK Xtrem’fast

BOSTIK MSP 113 miroirs                                      

HODGSON Mirror adhesive

ILLBRUCK

SP050

SP141

INTECNIA Silcosel C-621

KRAFFT

Olivé G-64

OTTO-CHEMIE Novasil S 802

OTTO-CHEMIE Novasil SP 5737

OTTO-CHEMIE Ottocoll M 501

OTTO-CHEMIE Ottocoll  S 16

SOUDAL Soudal Mirror Fix

WÜRTH

BRAND REFERENCE

3M 4032

3M 4910 F VHB

3M 9087

ADHEX P270

LOHMANN Lohmann 230

Duplocoll 370

LOHMANN

Norbond V1500

TESA ACXplus

Powerbond

Powerstrips

Mirror adhesive tape

1. Fixing with glues

Approved glues

2. Fixing with double side tape

Approved adhesives

* In all cases, manufacturer’s instructions must be followed.

INSTALLATION

PATENT

PENDING
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LAKMA Water-based glue for ecological mirrors

DOW CORNING       817 high modulus adhesive

SOUDAL Silirub 2S

ILLBRUCK

OLIVÉ 

TESA

TESA

LOHMANN

Duplocoll 5015

SAINT-GOBAIN
PERFORMANCE PLASTICS 

WÜRTH

ATE SBR Bond

DEN BRAVEN Hybrifix 611

SiSilkraft espejos

MS Miroir

WÜRTH Sabesto MS instant

DEN BRAVEN Hercuseal sealer 302 SupermountRAYTECH



Communications Department - Saint Gobain - June 2018. Concept / Production: gyro.
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SAINT-GOBAIN
BUILDING GLASS POLAND

Saint-Gobain

Innovative Materials Sp. z o. o.

Oddział Glass w Dąbrowie Górniczej

ul. Szklanych Domów 1

42-530 Dąbrowa Górnicza, Poland

More information:

www.saint-gobain-building-glass.pl

Contact

bgp@saint-gobain.com
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@SaintGobainBuildingGlassPolska

Saint Gobain Building Glass Europe




